Miles zooms through space on vehicles
like the Stellosphere and the StarJetter!
What would your family blast off in?
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Kids, choose and complete an activity below
Parents, take a photo and upload at
DisneyJunior.com/SpaceMissions

Materials: Paper, Markers or Crayons
• Miles uses different vehicles to travel in space, like his BlastBoard
and Photon Flyer.
• Draw a space vehicle that you would use to rocket through space.

Materials: Tape or Glue, Recycled Materials – Examples: Milk Carton, Cereal Box, Plastic Bottle,
Paper Towel Roll, Buttons, Aluminum Foil
• Miles and his family fly in the StarJetter on their missions. Imagine your own space ship.
How fast does it go? How high does it fly?
• Create your own space ship using recycled materials from home.
• Use a carton, box or bottle for the base of your space ship.
• Decorate the outside of your space ship by gluing or taping on materials like
aluminum foil and buttons.
For quick and easy fun, use the Paper Space Ship printable in this packet.

Materials: Paper, Scissors, String, Tape, Balloon
• See how a rocket would blast off into space with this balloon blast off activity.
• Cut* a piece of string a few yards long.
• Attach one end of the string to a high point – Example: Tape one end of the string
to the top of a wall.
• Cut* a straw four to five inches long.
• Thread the unattached end of the string through the straw.
• Tape the balloon to the straw with the balloon opening pointed towards the ground.
• Inflate* the balloon and let go.
*Cutting and inflating is intended for grown-ups only
For quick and easy fun, use the Blast Off Space Ship printable in this packet.
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Fold the top down

After cutting*
lay flat.
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6 by one inch.
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Fold in half along the
center line B.

Fold in half along
the line B.
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After cutting* lay flat.

Unfold and fold the top
corners along line B.

Fold the top left corner
right to line C.

5 down to line A and the
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Your paper TTA Spaceship is

9 ready to blast off!

4 triangle down.

Fold the entire

*Note: Cutting is intended for grown-ups only.

1. Print on regular copy paper.
2. Cut* out the spaceship.
3. Follow the folding instructions below.
4. Then get ready to blast off!

Instructions:

PAPER SPACESHIP
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*Note: Cutting is intended
for grown-ups only.
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write child’s name

Draw your picture inside
the spaceship window on
the pocket.

*Note: Cutting is intended for grown-ups only.

DisneyJunior.com/SpaceMissions

1. Color the spaceship.
2. Color the pocket, draw your picture in the window and
write your name.
3. Cut out the spacship and pocket.*
4. Tape the pocket to the back of the spaceship, leaving an opening
at the bottom. Make sure all edges of the pocket are sealed
except for the opening.
5. Insert the straw, blow and watch your spacehip blast off!

You will need crayons, scissors, a straw and clear tape.

Instructions:

BLAST OFF SPACESHIP

